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Ford trucks were treated to a restyle for that was shared by all models, and they no longer
looked like the car line. However, it turned out to be a short selling season. The order was given
to stop production of civilian vehicles on February 10, , so assembly plants could be converted
to producing war materiel. From the time the plants closed through to the end of the war, Ford
concentrated its efforts into building B Liberator bombers; aircraft engines; tanks; Jeep-type
military vehicles; wooden gliders; and military versions of the era pickup trucks, cars, and
heavy-duty trucks. A Ford Sedan Delivery shows off the redesign given Ford cars for Like their
truck counterparts, car production was low -- and for the same reason. Production ceased on
February 10, , so the Ford company could concentrate on building war material instead. In May ,
the Ford Motor Company suffered a heavy loss with the death of Edsel Ford, Henry's only son,
who at the time was president of the company. Upon Edsel's death, Henry Ford once again
stepped in to take the helm, but at 80 years of age, wasn't capable of the task. Because Ford
Motor Company was so vital to the war effort, the United States government stepped in,
essentially assigning a successor. At the time, "Henry the Deuce" was in the Navy. At just 26
years of age, the government pulled him out of military service and reassigned him to the vice
presidency of Ford Motor Company. With demand for war-related vehicles easing toward the
end of , the War Production Board authorized Ford to resume production of a limited run of
heavy-duty trucks for the civilian market. These trucks were basically modified versions of
Ford's offerings. In order to be able to buy one, purchasers had to prove their business was
vital to the war effort. When it was allowed to resume production in , Ford boosted production of
its trucks. Read about the Ford trucks of , , and in the next section. Prev NEXT. The Ford car
was thoroughly updated in , in preparation for a time of unpredictability surrounding World War
II. The design would continue in an aborted model year and would be restarted in and produced
until when the more modern Fords were ready. During the initial year of this car, it evolved
considerably. The front fenders came in three pieces, the theory being that small damages
could be replaced easily. During the year, it evolved into two pieces with the lower front and
back sections being joined. The hood risers changed, the early ones being the same as Fords,
changing during the year to the better later version. The Convertible had no rear side windows,
the only side windows being in the doors; in , quarter windows were added so the rear
occupants could see out. Other variations were: two different positions for the generator, and
three for the cooling fan â€” front of the crankshaft, front of the generator rare and on a bracket.
This is thought to be the first Ford to offer a replaceable cartridge oil filter as an option. The two
interior heaters were a "Southwind" gasoline burner, which had the advantage of keeping one
warm in winter at drive-in movies provided a small electric fuel pump was used , and a more
ordinary hot-water type. Both had window defrosters. It had an excellent radio, which could
consume the battery in about two hours. Electric windshield wipers were available in addition to
the vacuum-powered wipers. Three different convertible power top mechanisms vacuum,
electric screw, and hydraulic and two different header bar latching systems were used. Rear
suspensions sometimes had a sway bar, most did not. It had excellent brakes and among the
best handling of ordinary cars of the time. Ford vehicles had been V8-only since , but dealer
requests for an "economy" engine option prompted the introduction of a six cylinder unit. The
chassis was longer, with a in 2. The "ignition key" for these cars was actually used to operate a
bolt lock which, on one end, unlocked the steering column a feature destined to return,
mandated, decades later , and on the other end unblocked the ignition switch, allowing it to be
operated. Starting the car was then accomplished by pressing a pushbutton on the dashboard,
another feature destined to return with the advent of " smart keys ". Although starting cranks
had been replaced by electric starters for decades, Ford cars included a manual starting feature
until as an antidote to dead-battery syndrome. The wheel- lug wrench served as a handle also
for the jack and the jack shaft with bayonet -coupling pins could be inserted through a small
hole in the grille to engage a bayonet socket on the forward end of the engine crankshaft. A
quick-and-easy twist of the handle was sufficient to start the flat head V8 , and the bayonet
coupling was self-disengaging for safety. Fords for were much more modern with a wide body
that nearly covered the running boards. The front and rear fenders were still pronounced, but
were now integrated more into the body and the headlights were pushed all the way up and out
over the front wheels. The grille was a three-part affair with a tall center section bookended by
twin kidneys low on the fenders and vertical bars all around. The was a bigger car with a The
Super Deluxe had several amenities of higher quality over the base models, including more
chrome, leather seats, and a wood-grain dashboard. Production of the models was disrupted by
a sudden labor strike in April ; Henry Ford, having resisted unionization well after the rest of the
American automobile industry accepted it, finally gave in and signed a contract with the UAW.
The model year lasted only four months before the government ordered a halt to civilian
automobile production starting on February 10, Changes were made to the car besides a

three-part "electric shaver" grille â€” and the parking lights were moved from the top of the
fenders to between the grill and headlights. Tail lights were enlarged and moved from vertical to
horizontal. The frame was lowered and softer springs were used to improve the ride. The
dashboard was changed, moving the radio from the top of the dash to low down, and the linear
speedometer and clock were replaced with round ones. The radio had an optional floor button
so the driver could change preselected stations without using hands. War rationing required
auto makers to black out their chrome trim - Ford used silver paint - and a special four-door
model was produced with no chrome at all for military use. The pickup received new styling, as
well, with heavy vertical bars, and truck production lasted through March 3. The style Ford cars
certainly continued to be produced as military staff cars from March through summer These
would have been registered as , , , and models. Additionally, a large number of and a few cars
held in dealer stocks by government edict, to be doled out to essential users during the conflict,
were Fords. Some states titled cars by the year of sale, so it is possible to find , , and models by
virtue of their registrations and titles. Following the official surrender of Japan in September ,
civilian car production slowly resumed. The Ford was identical to the model under the skin,
though a heavy new grille with horizontal bars and red accents refreshed the styling. The hood
was widened by adding a center strip. With steel in short supply, Ford produced a distinctive
"Sportsman" convertible with wood side panels, supplied from the Ford Iron Mountain Plant.
The convertible had an electric top instead of manual one. In Back to the Future , during the
skateboard chase scene, note carefully at the park lights: some shots are a model year, whereas
others are a model year. Looking at the "top boot" area shape, it appears the is a real
convertible, and the with the manure on it is a coupe with its top removed to resemble a
convertible. After the film, the car was kept by Universal and displayed in their back lot tour. The
car is now in a private collection. The Ford line was similar to the short Visual differences
included the removal of the red accents from the grill and the two small lights located just
above it. Ford began titling s in February For the first few weeks, the model was identical to the
Ford then restyled the body slightly first by moving the parking lights from above the grill to
below each headlight. Exterior moldings were changed from grooved to a smooth design. A new
hood ornament with a blue plastic insert was installed. A new hubcap design became available
in March. The interior dash color was changed from red accent to gold. By September, the
roof-mounted antenna was moved to the cowl. Horns were moved to in front of the radiator from
the engine compartment. The final models were titled in November. The car was actually a gift to
Ralph Macchio from the film's producer. To this day, Macchio still owns the car. The final year
for the old-style Ford was , with an all-new model launched partway through the year. The
wood-sided Sportsman convertible, supplied by the Ford Iron Mountain Plant , ended the year
with just 28 built, and the all-wood bodies on the woody station wagons were replaced with
steel for the season. The old car-based trucks were replaced by the F-Series this year. The car
used in the film Grease is a Ford DeLuxe. Australian production recommenced in with V8
Sedan, Coupe Utility and Panel Van models released [12] and minor updates followed in and
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